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Abstract— Patents have become increasingly critical to success of many businesses because they create competitive edge 
from their exclusive rights granted for inventions – i.e., new technical solutions to problems. As they offer knowledge-rich 
data, many researches has been extensively conducted to classify and search for their technical information. However, the 
relationships between patent documents and classification schemes have inadequately exploited. Even well-known patent 
search systems, such as USPTO, only search for technical information by exploiting either classification scheme or patent 
document – without integrating them together. This explains why user queries have been insufficiently analyzed to improve 
the accuracy of search results. In this paper, we address such limitations. Our contribution is threefold. First, we propose the 
GeT-In ontology that consists of four concepts: Class, Document, Phrase, and Term, to link semantic relationships between the 
classification scheme and the patent documents. Second, we propose a method to construct our ontology from a well-known 
classification scheme (USPC). Our method does not perform rule-based matching, thus reducing much manual effort 
compared to traditional ontology-construction approaches. Third, we propose our patent-search method using our GeT-In 
ontology. Our experiments with 500 patents showed that the result yields up to 8% increase in terms of F-measure when 
compared to traditional keyword-based approaches. 
 
Keywords— Integrated-Ontology-based Patent Search, Ontology Construction, Information Retrieval. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The number of patent applications filed and the 
number of patents granted have highly increased 
worldwide in the recent years. According to WIPO 
[21], 2.9 million applications were filed and 1.2 
million patents were granted worldwide in 2016, 
which show growth rates of 7.8% and 5.2%, 
respectively. Patent search has become more and more 
important to the success of many businesses because 
patent resources (patent documents, classification 
schemes) offer rich technical information about 
innovations.  
Patents are categorized into many classifications with 
tree-model which also call Classification Scheme. The 
classification of a patent is essential to manage 
diversity of domains and industrial analysis. Each 
patent belongs to one or many classifications at the 
same time [19]. Some existing studies considered the 
content of patent to classify a patent while the others 
consider the citation network to improve the classifier 
predictions. Citation network can be further extended 
to a patent network [9] through nodes of inventors, 
assignees, classes to improve classifiers performance. 
The content-based patent search can be further 
categorized into three search platforms:  
 Platform 1: Keyword-based patent search 
platform without ontology [1,11, 12]. 
 Platform 2: Keyword-based patent search 
platform with generic ontology [3,5]. 
 Platform 3: Keyword-based patent search 
platform with domain-specific ontology [17, 10].  
While the first two platforms are struggling with 
domain-specific keywords, the third one seems 
adequate to address patent classification search's 
demands because patents are domain-specific. 
Nonetheless, the third platform is relying on a rule-
based matching and thus, could be difficult when a 

patent classification tree becomes sophisticated. 
Based on those platforms, to the best of our 
knowledge, there are 2 patent search approaches: 
 Approach 1: Search separately on 
classification scheme and defined data fields such as 
Inventor Name, Patent Numbers (e.g. USPTO patent 
search). 
 Approach 2: Search on patent-document 
content and then group into classifications (e.g. 
Espacenet patent search). 
The first search approach only takes the master data 
into search, but does not utilize the meaning 
relationship between each other. This approach has 
not been taken the patent content into search neither. 
In reverse, the second approach searches for the 
patent content first, and then groups into 
classifications based on the classification information 
on the patent document. This approach touches to 
more meaning details due to patent document text is 
very information-rich. Even that, this approach 
neither captures information packed inside the 
classification items nor handle the relationships 
between classification items and between patent 
documents with their classification items. Both of 
them do not analyze user queries before search. 
Consider example of search for the keyword 
‘computer mouse’ without integration between 
Classification Scheme and patent document, the 
search engine may return all patent relate to 
‘computer’ and ‘mouse’ separately, and also patent 
relate to ‘mouse trap’, ‘computer device’. The same 
situation with classification scheme integration, the 
search engine recognizes the ‘computer’ keyword 
rendered from ‘electrical device’ classification and 
give results exactly match the user query. 
Our new approach is to integrate the Classification 
Scheme and patent documents, manages their 
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relationships and analyzes user queries in order to 
return more relevant results. The contributions are 
threefold. First, we proposed an ontology named 
GeT-In (Graph-Embedded-Tree of Integrated 
ontology). It is designed for the integration of 
classification scheme and patent documents to 
leverage semantic search under patent domain, 
capable of performing class generalization ability and 
concept inference ability based on identifying 
meaningful relationships from four different set of 
concepts. Second, to overcome the limitations of 
previous ontology's construction approaches, the 
GeT-In does not rely on rule-based method or start 
from scratch. Instead, GeT-In combines the hierarchy 
structure of classification scheme which is already 
built from patent search engine (E.g. USPTO) and 
noun phrases inside patent documents. Third, we 
suggest the search method based on our proposed 
ontology which is able to extent and analyze the user-
input queries. 
In our experiment, our GeT-In-based approach 
showed that the result yields up to 8% increase in 
term of F-measure in comparison to the traditional 
keyword-search approach. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II describes our main contributions: The 
GeT-In ontology's definitions and its construction 
methods. Results of our experiments are presented in 
Section III. Finally, Section IV concludes our works. 
 
II. OUR PROPOSED GET-IN ONTOLOGY AND 
PATENT SEARCH METHOD 
 
To overcome the limitations mentioned in Section I, 
we propose GeT-In ontology to solve the problems of 
lacking integration between Classification Scheme 
and patent document which cause disability in user 
query analysis. Besides, we also propose a new 
search method to analyse the user query. This section 
includes 3 main parts:  
- GeT-In Definition: describes the GeT-In ontology. 
- GeT-In Construction: describes the construction 
process to establish GeT-In ontology and its 
components 
- Search Method algorithm: Describe the search 
method on the GeT-In ontology. 
1.1 GeT-In Definition 
GeT-In is a graph-based ontology which contains 
Vertex set V, and Edge set E. 
G = {V, E}    (1) 
V = {v | v is a node in the graph}   (2) 
E = {ei(vi, vj, r) | vi, vj ∈ V and vi in relation r with vj}
 (3) 
VRelation = {r| r is the relationship instance}    
 (4) 
Vertex set V contains nodes from different node types 
and Edge set E contains relationships from different 
relationship types. 
We define 4 types of a node as below: 
Class Type is the most abstract type where 

relationships between “Class” vertex are captured. 
Nodes of this node type are generated from the 
Classification Scheme. 
 
Document Type deals with “Document” vertex in 
which forward relationships and backward 
relationships can be observed. Nodes from this node 
type are generated from the information relates to 
some document. 
 
Phrase Type deals with “Phrase” entity to search for 
related concepts based on synonyms or antonyms. 
Nodes from this node type are generated from user 
input phrases or phrases generated from both 
document content and classification title. 
 
Term Type is the lowest level of the proposed 
ontology. In this level, semantic relationships are 
derived based on word’s appearance order or linked 
grammar. Each node from this node type is a shortest 
word contribute to the meaning. 
and 5 relationship types: 

 
Table 1: Relationship types 

 
We also define a common attribute call ‘type’ for all 
nodes and organize our V set into following 4 
subsets: 
VClass = {vclass |v. type = class}   (5)  
VDocument = {vdoc |v. type = document}  (6)  
VPhrase = {vphrase |v. type = phrase}   (7)  
VTerm = {vterm |v. type = term}   (8) 
Each node of specific type can be distinguished based 
on their additional attributes that particularly belong 
to that type only. For example, nodes belong to Class 
Type, beside the common attribute type, they also 
have Class Code, Class Title to describe a 
Classification item in the USPTO Classification 
Scheme. We will discuss more detail in below 
sections. 
 
1.1.1 Class Type 
Class type is the abstract type of patent’s 
classification information. Each node of this type 
presents a classification item in the Classification 
Scheme. This type of node contains following 
attributes: 
- Class Code: This attribute describes the 
unique Class Code in the Classification Tree (e.g., 
Class Code = 705) 
- Class Title: This attributes contain the Class 
Title in corresponding to above Class Code (e.g., with 
Class Code = 705, Class Title = “Data processing: 
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financial, business practice, management, or 
cost/price determination”)  

 
Figure 1: The Class attributes come from USPTO 

Classification Tree 
Nodes of Class Type exist in of HAS_CHILD, 
HAS_DOCUMENT and HAS_PHRASE 
relationships which are introduced in Section 3.1.5 
1.1.2 Document Type 
Document Type is the type of nodes which present 
patent documents. Each node of this type stands for a 
patent document. This type of node contains 
following attributes: 
- Patent Code: This is the patent unique code (e.g. 
US07475180) 
- Patent Title: This is the patent title (e.g. “Display 
unit with communication controller and memory for 
storing identification number for identifying display 
unit”). 
The more attributes added into this kind of node type, 
the more exactly search result returned. We only 
handle some necessary attributes to extract phrases 
and terms in next steps. Nodes of this type exist in 
HAS_DOCUMENT, HAS_PHRASE relationships 
which will be mentioned in Section 3.1.5 
1.1.3 Phrase Type 
Phrase Type is the type of nodes which are used to 
present noun phrases. These noun phrases contribute 
to the content of document or class titles and so they 
create a link between classification and patent 
documents. For example, the text in the class title of 
the class 705: “Data processing: financial, business 
practice, management, or cost/price determination” 
contains some phrases such as “Data processing”, 
“Financial practice”, “Business practice”. Each node 
of this type contains following attributes: 
- Phrase Code: The unique key value. 
- Phrase Text: The main text of the phrase. 
Phrases are not duplicated even when they are 
extracted from different sources. Our observation that 
the meaningful parts of searchable result in a sentence 
are the nouns or noun phrases, so that for the phrase 
level, we will focus on noun phrases. Phrase Type 
nodes exist in HAS_PHRASE relationships with 
Class Type nodes, Document Type nodes, in 
HAS_TERM relationships with Term Type nodes and 
in IS_SPECIFIC_OF with each other. These 
relationships will be discussed in Section 3.1.5. 
1.1.4 Term Type 
Term Type is a type of nodes indicates smallest level 
abstract item. These nodes are not duplicated with 

each other and used to describe the main part of 
phrases. For example, we have some phrases 
extracted from the patent US7475180 [16] and some 
terms extracted as follow: 

Table 2 Phrases and Terms 

 
Attributes of this type include: 
- Term Code: The unique code. 
- Term Text: The main text of the term. 
Nodes come from this type exist in HAS_TERM 
relationships with Phrase Type nodes. 
1.1.5 Relationship Type 
Relationship Type is the key portion of the GeT-In 
because it describes the connection between 2 nodes. 
Each relationship contains at least FromNode, 
ToNode attributes to indicate the 2 side of a 
connection. In this section, we will discuss in details 
about the relationship type in the Table 1.  
HAS_CHILD: This relationship type defines the 
parent-child relation between two Class Type nodes. 
For example, the HAS_CHILD relationship between 
the node stand for Class 705 and the node stand for 
Class 50 because Class 705 is the parent class of 
Class 50 in the USPTO Classification Scheme 
(Figure 2 below). 
 

 
Figure 2 – The relationship in the classification structure. 

 
HAS_DOCUMENT: This relationship type defines 
the relation between patent document and its 
classification. A patent document may belong to 
many classification [19]. The FromNode, ToNode of 
this relationship type are corresponding Class Type 
node and Document Type node. 
 

 
Figure 3: HAS_CHILD relationships present the hierarchical 

structure 
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HAS_PHRASE: This relationship type defines the 
relationship between Class and Phrase and also 
between Document and Phrase. The FromNode of 
this relationship type is either a Class Type node or 
Document Type node, and the ToNode is a Phrase 
Type node. 
IS_SPECIFIC_OF: This relationship type is to model 
the relationship between 2 phrases in which one 
phrase is a case of the others (E.g., phrase “wireless 
mouse” is specific of “wireless technology”). The 
FromNode and ToNode of this relationship type are 
both Phrase Type nodes. 
HAS_TERM: This relationship type defines the 
relationship between phrase and term. A term may be 
nested in a phrase. For example, the phrase “Object 
oriented database management system” in the patent 
US5838965A contains the terms “Object oriented”, 
“database”. The FromNode of this type is a Phrase 
Type node and the ToNode is a Term Type node. 
1.2 GeT-In Construction process 
Based on the GeT-In definition in Section 2.1, in this 
section, we introduce our GeT-In process to build the 
ontology.  
This section is divided into steps: 
- Step 1: Construct the VClass and HAS_CHILD 
relationships. 
- Step 2: Construct the VDocument and 
HAS_DOCUMENT relationships. 
- Step 3: Construct the VPhrase and HAS_PHRASE, 
IS_SPECIFIC_OF relationships 
- Step 4: Construct the VTerm and HAS_TERM 
relationships. 
1.2.1 VClass and HAS_CHILD relationships. 
The input for this step is the Classification Scheme 
[18]. The output are the VClass and HAS_CHILD 
relationships. Based on the USPTO Classification 
Scheme as in Figure 2, we extract the list of Class 
Type nodes and corresponding levels by the number 
of dot(.).  

 
Figure 3: VClass after extraction 

 
The HAS_CHILD relationships are built on the 
principle that the node with n dots is the child of the 
most previous node with n-1 dots. Let’s consider the 
overall algorithm as follows: 
let VClass = The collection of Class Type Node 
let R = The relationship collection 
-- Build the list of Class Type Nodes 
for each row in Classification Tree 
{ Create new Class Type Node node 
  node. ClassTitle = row. ClassTitle 
  row. ClassLevel = row. ClassLevel 

  node. ClassCode = row. ClassCode 
  Add node to VClass 
} 
-- Build the list of HAS CHILD relationship 
for i = 0 to Number of Classification 
if(VClass[i]. ClassLevel = VClass[i+1]. ClassLevel - 1) 
{Create HAS_CHILD relationship r between VClass[i] 
and VClass[i+1] 
  Add r to R  } 
Return VClass and R 
1.2.2 VDocument and HAS_DOCUMENT 
relationships. 
The input for this step is a patent document 
collection, the output is VDocument and the updated 
relationship collection R. Each patent document is 
corresponding to a node in VDocument and its 
Classification information is used to create the 
HAS_DOCUMENT relationship.  

 
Figure 4: Sample patent 

The final algorithm is described as follows: 
Let R = Relationship Collection in 3.2.1 
Let FDocument is the patent document Collection. 
for each (iFile in FDocument) 
{   1.Create an instance iNode of Document Type 
Node. 
2. Slit iFile to get Patent Code, Patent Title, 
Classifications 
3.iNode.Tile = iFile.Title 
4.iNode.Code = iFile.PatentCode 
5.Add iNode to VDocument 
  6. For each (node in VClass) 
  If(node.ClassCode = iFile.Classifications) 
  Create HAS_DOCUMENT relationship r  
between node and iNode 
  Add r to R  
} 
Return VDocument and R 
1.2.3 VPhrase and HAS_PHRASE, 
IS_SPECIFIC_OF relationships. 
Based on our observation that the main meaning part 
of text is the nouns and the noun phrases, we 
construct VPhrase by extracting noun phrases from 
Class Title of VClass nodes and from Abstract of patent 
documents. Each node in VPhrase is also the ToNode in 
the HAS_PHRASE relationship of itself, and the 
FromNode is the node where phrase extracted from. 
It is mean that if a Phrase Type node extracted from 
Class Title of Class Type node, the ToNode of 
corresponding HAS_CHILD relationships is Class 

Classification information 
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Type node. The same applying for phrases extracted 
from Abstract of patent document. The final 
algorithm for Phrase Type nodes and HAS_PHRASE 
relationship extraction is as follow: 
Let FDocument is the patent document Collection. 
For each file in FDocument 
{ Extract phrase from Abstract; 
Create Phrase Type node from phrase 
Add node to VPhrase 
Create HAS_PHRASE relationship with:  
ToNode is this very node 
FromNode is the Document Type node corresponding 
with file 
Add relationship to R 
} 
For each class in VClass 
{ Extract phrase from Class Title; 
Create Phrase Type node from phrase 
Add node to VPhrase 
Create HAS_PHRASE relationship with:  
ToNode is this very node 
FromNode is the class 
Add relationship to R 
} 
When all phrases are extracted, the 
IS_SPECIFIC_OF relationships are constructed based 
on the assumption that the longer description will 
bring more specific meaning for the same actual 
object. For example, we are talking about the same 
actual entity “mouse” with some clauses: 
- The mouse (1) 
- The wireless mouse (2) 
- The blue wireless mouse (3) 
- The wireless optical mouse (4) 
- The Logitech wireless optical mouse (5) 
It is easily to recognize that the clauses are more and 
more specific to the meaning of the entity ‘mouse’ 
from the (1) to the (5). In other word, we say that (2), 
(3), (4), (5) are IN_SPECIFIC_OF (1). Apply above 
assumption, our final algorithm for 
IN_SPECIFIC_OF relationship extraction is as 
follows: 
for each (phrase1 in VPhrase) 
  for each (phrase2 in VPhrase) 
   { words = intersection of phrase1 & phrase2 
    If (words in VTerm) 
If(phrase1.lenght > phrase2.lenght) 
{  Create relationship IS_SPECIFIC_OF r from 
phrase1 to phrase2 
       Add r to R. 
} 
    } 
1.2.4 VTerm and HAS_TERM relationships 
Recall that Terms are the most basic unit in GeT-In 
and they are must be nouns. Terms are extracted and 
added to VTerm from VPhrase nodes, and HAS_TERM 
relationship are constructed in the same time with 
FromNode is the corresponding Phrase Type node in 
VPhrase, ToNode is this very extracted Term Type 
node. The overall algorithm: 

for each phrase in VPhrase 
{ Extract term from phrase; 
Create Term Type node from term 
Add node to VTerm 
Create HAS_TERM relationship with:  
ToNode is this very node 
FromNode is the term 
Add relationship to R 
} 
1.3 Search method using the GeT-In ontology 
In this section, we suggest a search method which 
utilize the GeT-In ontology. This search method 
based on phrases comparison, with user input is a free 
text query, and output is patent list. We divide this 
method into some steps as follow: 
- Query analysis. 
- Search Document Type nodes. 
1.3.1 Query analysis 
As mentioned in Section 2.2.3 that the main meaning 
part of text is the nouns and noun phrases, this step is 
to prune the query text to keep only nouns and noun 
phrase and then enrich them by using relationships in 
R collection. The nouns extracted from the user query 
are enriched by using HAS_TERM relationships to 
find out Phrase Type nodes. The algorithm is as 
follow: 
let N is the extracted nouns list from user query 
let NP is the extracted noun phrases list from user 
query 
for each (noun in N) 
{Search HAS_TERM relationship in R where 
ToNode = noun 
 Add FromNode to NP at the end of list 
    } 
The updated noun phrases list in the previous step 
continues to be enriched by using IS_SPECIFIC_OF 
relationships to find out more Phrase Type nodes as 
in following algorithm: 
for each (noun phrase in N) 
{Search IS_SPECIFIC_OF relationship in R  
                                 where ToNode = noun phrase 
 Add FromNode of relationship to the end of list NP 
} 
1.3.2 Search Document Type nodes 
The returned result is a list of Document Type nodes 
which stand for the list of patent. Our search 
algorithm is based on the phrase comparison between 
enriched noun phrase collection in Section 2.3.1 and 
ToNode of the HAS_PHRASE relationships. The 
algorithm is as follow: 
for each (nounphrase in NP) 
{Search HAS_PHRASE relationship in R  
                                 where ToNode = nounphrase 
 Add FromNode of relationship to output 
} 
Return output 

II. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 
To evaluate our proposed ontology and search 
method, we prepare data as input and then implement 
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the system using SSIS – Microsoft’s Data Tool [20]. 
The key function in this tool is Term Extraction task, 
which allows to extract nouns or noun phrases from 
the input text. 
2.1.1 Raw data preparation as GeT-In ontology 
input 
In this section, we will use the patent collection in the 
class 705 from USPTO. To handle the input amount 
and control the testing process, we create 3 phases of 
evaluation. 
- Phase 1: Evaluation with 5 random patent 
documents 
- Phase 2: Evaluation with 50 random patent 
documents 
- Phase 3: Evaluation with 500 random patent 
documents 
Because of the limitation of our hardware and 
operating system, the input patents are pruned to keep 
only the Title, Patent Number, Classification and 
Abstract. Phrase Type nodes are only extracted from 
Document Type nodes by using the Abstract. 
2.1.2 GeT-In ontology based Search Method 
As mentioned in Section 2.3 that our search method 
contains Query Analysis and Document Type node 
search. In this section, we implement them by using 
SSIS with the data process as describe in Figure 5 and 
Figure 8 
2.1.3 Evaluation with F-Measure 
In this section, we use the F-Measure to evaluate 
result and compare with traditional Full text search: 
F-Measure is defined as follow: 
F = 2 	 

With: P = [ 	 	 	 	 ]
	 	 	 	

 

R = [ 	 	 	 	 ]
	 	 	 	

 
Search Text: “physical mail delivery” with 
assumption that: 
- Any document contains the keywords of ‘mail 
delivery’ or ‘physical mail delivery’ or ‘physical mail 
delivery’ is considered Relevant document. 
- Any document does not contain any keyword above 
nor only contain keyword ‘physical’ go with 
inappropriate key word (e.g. ‘physical exercise’) 
would be non-relevant document. 

 
Figure 5: Query Analysis Data process 

 
Figure 8: Search document data process 

 
With 5, 50 and 500 random documents evaluation we 
have following results to compare as below: 

 
Table 3: GeT-In and Full text search comparison. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we introduce GeT-In ontology to solve 
the problem of lacking integration between 
classification scheme and patent documents. GeT-In 
contains 2 main sets: Node set and Relationship set. 
GeT-In is a graph based ontology with each vertex is 
a node in the Node set, and each edge is a relationship 
in Relationship set. 
The Node set contains nodes of 4 node types: Class 
Type, Document Type, Phrase Type and Term Type. 
Class Type nodes are extracted by traveling the 
Classification Scheme. Document Type nodes are 
extracted from patent documents. Phrase Type nodes 
are noun phrases which extracted from Title of Class 
Type nodes or from the Abstract of patent document. 
Term Type nodes are nouns which extracted from 
Phrase Type nodes.  
The Relationship set contains relationships of 5 
relationship types: HAS_CHILD, 
HAS_DOCUMENT, HAS_PHRASE, HAS_TERM, 
IS_SPECIFIC_OF. The HAS_CHILD indicate the 
parent-child relationship between 2 Class Type nodes 
according to their corresponding items in 
Classification Scheme. The HAS_DOCUMENT 
indicate the relationship between an item in 
Classification Scheme and its patent documents. The 
HAS_PHRASE indicate the relationship between a 
specific phrase and the node where this phrase is 
extracted from. The HAS_TERM indicate the 
relationship between a specific term with the phrase 
where it is extracted from. The IS_SPECIFIC_OF 
indicate the relationship between 2 phrases where one 
phrase is a part of the other with assumption that the 
longer phrase more specific meaning. 
To apply the search on GeT-In, we also introduce a 
search method which is the combination between user 
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query analysis and search. The user query analyzing 
based on the HAS_TERM and IS_SPECIFIC_OF 
relationships to extend the phrases from the original 
user query. The next action is search on phrases after 
extent.  
With the above ontology and search method, we have 
succeeded in cooperating the classification hierarchy 
structure with the document content into searching to 
bring more results with higher accuracy compare with 
full text search and also enrich the search input to 
cover unclear meaning phrase due to user non-
technical ability.  
Even have above successes, we still have got some 
limitations that the terms and phrases are extracted by 
noun and noun phrases so that some case, it does not 
bring high accuracy. The searching methodology is 
using text comparison without applying any lexical 
algorithm, and the relationship HAS_CHILD is not 
taken advance are also things need to enhance to 
make it better. 
Our approach still has some limitations to be 
addressed in our near future work. It would include 
lexical comparison during the extraction and search 
processes, instead of noun and noun-phrase 
extractions. It would reuse the HAS_CHILD 
relationships. In addition to the patent abstracts, our 
approach would further include the patent full-texts to 
build the richer semantic relationships. 
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